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Changing Downtime  

Move at the  
speed of ESOC
Call your ESOC Commercial Truck 
Representative today at  
866.909.3762 ext 300 or visit our 
website at www.esocinc.com
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ESOC Commercial Truck, Inc. was founded in 1997 by Dr. Ram Bedi 
to support the preventative maintenance of heavy, medium and light 
duty diesel engines. Dr. Bedi was concerned about used oil contami-
nating the water sheds for all future generations.

Now, for over 20 years, ESOC Commercial Truck, Inc. has designed 
and manufactured world class patented technology and processes 
to assist with handling diesel engine fluids in an environmentally 
safe manner. ESOC’s portfolio of products provides global solutions 
that eliminates operator contact with harsh fluids and ensures easy, 
fast and clean exchanges of oil, coolant and fuel.

ESOC performs extensive research and development in the field 
to continually provide new solutions for its customers. Recently, 
ESOC’s R&D team found that approximately 80% of hydraulic fail-
ures are the result of fluid contamination. Once contamination 
occurs there is an accelerated wear of system parts. Several issues 
they found were control valves start sticking, bearings and gears 
have fatigue wear, and the pumps have abrasive wear and tear. 
ESOC has developed a new patented solution to help solve these 
issues for their customers, the 5000-FS2 Filtration System.

The ESOC 5000-FS2 is versatile, portable and designed to filter oils 
to minimize component wear and maximize the service life of your 
hydraulic oil, engine oil, gear lube and transmission fluids. The closed 
loop filtration process of the 5000-FS2 eliminates spills and contami-
nation while extending the life of your fluids and saving you money. 
This machine is ideal for emergency vehicles, sanitation trucks and 
equipment, car haulers, construction and mining equipment.

The 5000-FS2 will filter 98% of the fluid in the vehicle’s hydraulic 
system. This removes contamination from the system and compo-
nents while the fluid remains in the vehicle. It will filter 100% of 
engine oil without draining from the engine, the oil is filtered and 
then reintroduced back into the engine.   

“The ESOC 5000-FS2 (newly patented) system was developed out 
of a need from our many clients that kept asking for a better way 
to filter all fluids in working equipment.  We believe the 5000-FS2 
provide a very scalable environmental sound way to filter all oil 
based fluids in working equipment like-cranes, bulldozers, front 
loaders, drilling equipment.  ESOC Commercial Truck, Inc. is eager 
to provide this changing road downtime into uptime, value added 
revolutionary technology to our customers.” - Vivek Bedi, CEO of 
ESOC Commercial Truck, Inc.
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One stop for  
multi-fluid filtration


